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Topic of the month: GridParity PV Ports for aesthetic e-Mobility

228 million electric cars worldwide by 2030 according to IEA - an important target from the 
climate protection programme and a huge potential for our solar installers!

The most important buying motive for e-cars: self-produced electricity!

A large-scale consumer survey on the 
purchase of e-cars clearly showed this: 
➡︎ 77% want to use their own elec-
tricity!
Environmental awareness is almost the 
same. With our wide range of carports 
and terraces, you can combine aes-
thetic climate protection with your own 
power generation.

PV Carports and PV Terraces (selection)

M-L price on request L price on request XXL price on request

LEA4 price on request EVA3 price on request
CARO4 price on request
(2 x CARO4 is shown in the picture)

*All prices with M60 or M72 Double Glass Modules, ex works Karlsfeld near Munich, without VAT.



visit our website:
www.gridparity.ag

GridParity AG
info@gridparity.ag

Tel: +49 (0) 8131 3307 560

Latest Reference Projects
For larger PV roofs, our customers like to choose different de-
grees of transparency in order to create an interesting play of 
light and shadow. This is what makes the double glass modules 
so aesthetically pleasing. Depending on your requirements, we 
can offer you degrees of transparency between 12 and 53 
percent.
It is also nice to see our customer near Stuttgart, who has 
equipped his construction with two different modules from us. 
This means that both aesthetics and power generation are 
equally important. 

In Prague, Czech Republic, our L-Carport was exhibited at the 
international construction fair „For Arch“ as one of the central 
highlights in cooperation with our local partner Czech Energy 
Team. The visitors were very enthusiastic. 
Are you also looking for an aesthetic and functional PV roofing 
solution for your car? 
We offer you carport solutions in various sizes at unbea-
table prices. All, of course, in combination with high-quality 
double glass modules and the specially developed waterproof 
fastening.  

Near Cologne one of our resellers has installed a terrace LEA7 
with M60 modules. In order to adjust the roofing to the width of 
the terrace and to prevent the modules from being shaded by 
the roof overhang, an additional row of glass panes was fitted 
to the standard construction. This also ensures sufficient bright-
ness under the terrace roof. 
Our standard terrace canopies can be extended at will so 
that you can design your terrace according to your ideas and 
at the same time create a weather-protected place as well as 
generating electricity. 

New in the range: Large carport facilities with charging infrastructure

transparent Modules 

bring a lot of light

Best for e-cars, e-vans, 
e-buses, e-trucks
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